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In this paper we define the fuzzy integral of a positive, measurable function, 
with respect to a fuzzy measure. We show that the monotone convergence 
theorem and Fatou’s lemma are still true in this new setting. We study some of 
the properties of this integral, and show that it coincides with another fuzzy 
integral defmed in the literature. Our main result is a convergence theorem, 
that is in a way stronger than the Lebesgue-dominated convergence theorem. 
This holds when the fuzzy measure is also assumed to be subadditive. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Fuzzy sets were defined in [7] as a model for inexact concepts and subjective 
judgments. Such a model can be used in situations when deterministic and/or 
probabilistic models do not provide a realistic description of the process under 
study. 
Techniques of fuzzy sets and systems theory were applied in various domains, 
such as: pattern recognition, decision-making under uncertainty, information 
retrieval, large-systems control, management science, and others. Some of these 
applications are described in greater detail in the book by Negoita and Ralescu 
PI. 
A concept of a fuzzy integral was defined by Sugeno [4] and applications were 
found in the subjective evaluation of patterns [5] and forecast evaluation [l]. 
Our main goal in this paper is to show that, in the absence of any additivity 
and linearity assumptions, good convergence properties still hold for the fuzzy 
integral. 
Let X be a set and .d be a u-algebra of subsets. By afuzzy measure we mean a 
positive, extended real-valued set function CL: &‘-+ [0, co] with properties: 
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Observe that no additivity assumption is made on p. 
Examples of fuzzy measures are: (a) any positive, u-additive measure p; 
(b) the set function TV = vn, where v is a positive, a-additive measure; (c) the set 
function p(A) = h(proj A), where X = [0, I] x [0, 11, & = the Bore1 subsets 
of X, X = the Lebesgue measure, and proj A is the projection of A on the x-axis. 
Note that proj A is Lebesgue measurable, though it need not be Bore1 
measurable; (d) the set function r(A) = SUP,,~ G(x), under suitable conditions 
on the function G: X-+ [0, a). 
The triple (X, CQI, p) will be refered to as a fuzzy meare space. 
Consider a positive, measurable function f : X-+ [0, co). The fuzzy integral 
was defined in [4] (in a more particular context) as 
where {f > a} = {x E X/f(x) > a}, and we denote by “V” and “A” the opera- 
tions “sup” and “inf” in [O, co]. 
Properties and applications of this integral were discussed in [4, 6J 
We shall give another definition of a fuzzy integral and state some of its 
properties. We show that the monotone convergence theorem and Fatou’s 
lemma still hold in this new context. Then we prove the equivalence between 
this new concept of an integral and (1.1). Our main result is a convergence theo- 
rem, more general than the Lebesgue-dominated convergence. If the fuzzy 
measure p is assumed to be subadditive, then convergence in measure of the 
sequence of functions implies convergence of the integrals, without the presence 
of a dominating function. We also show that the subadditivity assumption 
cannot be dropped. 
2. DEFINITION OF THE FUZZY INTEGRAL 
Let (X, d, p) be a fuzzy measure space. For any simple, measurable, positive 
function 
s = i %xA, , (2-l) 
i=l 
where we assume 0~~ # ~yi for i # j, define 
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If f : X -+ [O, co) is a measurable function, define its fuzzy integral by 
s Af dP = sup 8449 (2.3) 
the supremum being taken over all simple, measurable functions 0 < s <f. 
If A = X, denote by Q(s) = ox(s); then j,fdp = sup,~f Q(s). 
Remark. Observe that, in general, jA s dp f QA(s), since QJs) is not increas- 
ing in s (take X = [0, 11, ,u = Lebesgue measure, s&c) = 2, and s&x) = Q in 
[O, 41, s&) = P in (4, 11). 
The following proposition collects obvious properties of the fuzzy integral. 
All functions are measurable and positive. 
PROPOSITION 1. (a) Iff<g, then JAfdtL <JAgddp- 
(b) If AC& then JAfdp <.I-,fdl.L. 
(c) If ,u(A) = 0, then J-/, f dp = 0. 
(d) jA c dp = c A p(A), where c > 0 is a constant. 
Let us denote by L1(p) the space of measurable, positive functionsf, such that 
i 
fdp < 00. 
X 
(2.4) 
A characterization of Ll(p) will be given in Section 5, after showing the equi- 
valence of the two integrals. 
3. THE MONOTONE CONVERGENCE THEOREM 
We show now that the monotone convergence theorem is true for the fuzzy 
integral: 
THEOREM 1. If fn: X -+ [0, 03) are measurable, fi ,( fi < *.- undf,(x) -+ f (x) 
for euery x E X, then jxf,, dp --t Sxf dp. 
Proof. The classical proof “almost” works. Indeed, since sx fn dp < 
sx fn+l dp, it follows that Jx fn dp -+ a, for some a > 0. Since fn <f we get 
sxfn dp < Sxf dp, therefore a < Jxf +. Let s be a simple, measurable func- 
tion, 0 < s ,( f, and let 0 < c < 1 be a constant. Define 
En = {x E X&(x) > cs(x)l, ?z = 1, 2,.... (3.1) 
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Observe that El C E, C ... and WE, En = X. Also 
(3.2) 
Note that v(E) = Q,(c . s), E E &, is a fuzzy measure. Therefore, we get 




If we now take c + 1 in (3.3), we get a > Q(S); thus 
(3.4) 
COROLLARY 1 (Fatou’s lemma). If f,,: X-t [0, co) are measurable, then 
I X (li~+,“ff,J dp < liF+@f 1 fn dp. X 
Proof. The standard proof works, by using Theorem 1. 
Another important property of the integral holds, as can be seen in the 
following. 
PROPOSITION 2. If SE f dp = 0, then p{x E E/f(x) > 01 = 0. 
Proof. Define A, = {.x E Elf(x) > l/n); then A, C -4, C ... and uz=r A,, = 
(x E E/f(x) > O}. Thus 
Therefore &A,,) = 0 for all 1z, which implies ~{x E E/f(x) > 0) = 0. 
4. THE EQUIVALENCE OF THE Two INTEGRALS 
(3.5) 
We show in this section that for any measurable, positive function f, the fuzzy 
integral Jx f dp equals the integral off as defined in (1.1). 
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THEOREM 2. If f: X -+ [O, CO) is measurable, then 
Ixf dcL = W jxf dp. 
Proof. We first show that 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
Indeed, if A E -01, (~a = inf, f, we take the simple function s,, = c+,xA . Clearly 
s, <<f; thus 
s,, dp > @so) = 01~ A p(A) = p(A) A i:ff. (4.3) 
Therefore sx f dp > supAE&@l) A inf, f 1. 
To show the converse, take a simple function s <f, s = xF=, qAO. Then 
Q(S) = ; [at A /‘(Ai)] = ai A &‘ho) (4.4) 
2=1 
for some i, , 1 < i,, < k. Clearly ato < infxEAzO f (x); thus 
which ends the proof of (4.2). 
To complete the proof of the theorem, we show that 
(s) jxf dp = ;$k(A) A i:ff 1. 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
Let A EA+’ and (Y,, = inf, f. Then AC {f > q,}, and thus p(A) < p{f 3 uO}. 
It follows that l*(A) A q, < p{f > q,} A q, < (S) Jxf dp. Therefore 
su~li@) A i;ff 1 G (S) ~xfd~- 
A&S‘2 
Now let ac > 0. Since A,, = {f > a> E &’ and infAO f > cy, we get 
sup,,&@) A infAf] > /-@o) A inf,,,f 3 01 A cc(f 3 “$. Thus suP,,&@) A 
inf, f ] > (S) sx f dp, ending the proof. 
Note. The proof of (4.6) also appears in [4], in a more particular setting. 
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5. THE SPACE U(p) 
We characterize the space Ll(p) of p-integrable functions, in the following. 
THEOREM 3. If f : X -+ [0, co) is measurable, the following are equivalent: 
(4 f E Wd. 
(b) Ihe set {LX 3 O/p{f 2 CY~ = CCI> is bounded. 
Proof. (a) 2 (b). Supp ose, by contradiction, that the set 
M = (c% 3 O/p{f 3 Lx) = m) (5.1) 
is unbounded. If M’ is the complement of M, we have 
(b) 3 (a). We have (b) 3 (a). We have 
s 
xf dcL = V [a A 4f 3 41 = V [a A df 3 41 ” V [a A ~l(f 2 aI1 
U>O NPh4 t&M’ 
= (SUP w ” v b * P(f >, 4 (5.3) 
c&M’ 
Since M’ is unbounded, it follows that lim,,, p(f > a) = 0 and it is impos- 
sible that ,.~(f > a) > 01 for all OL E M’. Therefore p(f 3 01~) <: a,, for some 
a0 E AI’; then, for OL > cq, we have ~(f > a) < ~(f > 0~~) < 0~~ < LY. Thus 
Note. If the measure p is finite, it is clear that any measurable function f 
belongs to L’(p). 
The next theorem has its counterpart in classical measure theory (the classical 
result is also widely used in probability theory): 
THEOREM 4. If f: X-r [0, co), f EL+), then 
(5.4) 
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Proof. The integral in the right-hand side of (5.4) is the fuzzy integral of 
F(cu) = ~{f > a} with respect to the Lebesgue measure in [0, cc). It is easy to 
see, by using Theorem 3, that F all. 
The point is to show that jr f (a) dor = V,,, [ x A F(V)]; then it will follow that 
sg F(a) da = (S) jxf dp = jxfdp, by Theorem 2. 
Note that lim,,, F(a) = 0, 
then s,, <F and 
since fill&). Take x,, > 0, s0 = F(q,) ~[,,~,1; 
Q(so) = F(xJ A x,, < “,IIF Q(s) = sm F(a) dol. (5.5) 
\ 0 
Thus sup+>,-,[.~ A F(x)] < s; F(cu) da. 
Now let s <F, s f 0, be a simple function, s = x:=, OL~X.~(. Let aZO A h(dZO) 
= v;=, [a, A A(&)] = s(s), w ere h is the Lebesgue measure. Then Ai0 is h 
bounded, since lim oi-oI F(cu) = 0; let /3 = sup AiO. It follows that AZ0 C [0, /?I; 
thus X(AQ -< /3. We conclude the proof by observing that 
I)(S) =. CQ, A X(Aio) < aio A p <F(p) A fl < sup[.~ A F(x)]. (5.6) 
6. THE CONVERGENCE THEOREnZ 
In this section we show that a more general result than the Lebesgue- 
dominated convergence theorem (LDC) holds for the fuzzy integral, under 
suitable assumptions on the fuzzy measure p. 
An analogy to the LDC theorem would be: if {fn} are measurable, positive, 
f,, -+ f everywhere, and fn < g with g EL+), then jr fn dp --f Jx f dp. The next 
counterexample shows that such a result is false: 
EXAMPLE. Consider X = [0, cc) and p the Lebesgue measure. Take fn == 
x[~,~I + 2,~(,~.4 and observe that f,(x) +lforany.v~X.AlsoO<f,<2and 
2 ill. But J-to,r) fndp = 2, while JI,,~) 1 dp = I. 
We shall say that a sequence {fn}n converges almost everywhere (a.e.) to f, 
if p{x/f&) e f (x)} =: 0. 
We say that {fJn converges to f in measure, if lim,,, ~{N/I fn(x) - f (x)1 3 c} 
== 0, for every E > 0. 
PROPOSITION 3. If p(X) < co, convergence almost everywhere implies con- 
vergence in measure. 
Proof. The classical proof works. 
Consider ,U to be a fuzzy measure, which is s&additive, i.e., ~(~4 v B) < 
~(-4) + p(B) for all ;4, BE .4. 
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THEOREM 5. Suppose that {fn}n , f are measurable, positive, fn E Ll(p), and 
fn+finmeasure. T~fELl(~),)dS,f,d~-+S,fd~. 
Proof. We shall repeatedly use the elementary inequalities 
(a+b)Ac<aAc+bhc<a+bhc, (6.1) 
where a, b, c 3 0. 
Let E > 0 be fixed; we have 
for any 01 > 0. Therefore, by the subadditivity of CL, 
Thus 
for a > E. In fact (6.4) also holds for 0 < 01 < E and observe that (01 - C) A 
p{fn > 01 - E) < sx fn dp, for any 01 > 0. Therefore, for any 01 3 0, 
which gives Jxf dp < E + ~(1 f - fn / b E} + Jx fn dp. This shows that 
f E Ll(,u). In a similar way we get the inequality 
Thus IJxfdp-JxfndpI <c+p{lf-fn/ a-}. We now take n+co 
to get lim s~p~+~ I .fxf dp - Jxfrz dp I < E. This inequality holds for any 
E > 0, which completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 2. If /1 is a jinite, fuzzy, subadditive measure, {fn}* , f are 
measurable, positive, and fn + f a.e., then sx fn dp -+ sx f dp. 
Proof. It is immediate, by using Theorem 5 and Proposition 3. 
To conclude this paper, we show that the subadditivity assumption cannot 
be dropped. 
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Indeed, consider X = {1,2,3,...), L&’ = P(X), and the measure p defined by 
~(4) = 0, ~({n}) = I/n, n = 1,2,..., p(A) = 100 if A has two or more elements. 
Consider the functions 
fn(x) = 100, if x = 1 or s = n, 
= 0, otherwise. 
Clearly f, + f, where 
f(x) = 100, if N = 1, 
= 0, otherwise, 
the convergence being both pointwise (everywhere) and in measure. But 
&-fn dp = 100, while &f dp = 1. 
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